Arrowhead workshop – draft agenda
5 October 2016

1. Morning sessions

10.30 Keynote: Arrowhead Framework - High level introduction and outlook, Jerker Delsing

11.00 Arrowhead Framework tutorial
11.00 Plant automation systems in the cloud - Oscar Carlsson Midroc
   - Plant description and SoS orchestration
   - Configuration of services, systems and devices
12.00 Audit system, Jens Eliasson LTU

12.30 Lunch

2. Afternoon sessions

13.30 Security, AVL/AIT/IFAT, speaker still pending confirmation
14.15 Protocol translation, Hasan Derhamy, LTU

15.00 Coffee break

15.30 Arrowhead Framework architecture, fundamentals. Jerker Delsing, LTU

16.00 Demo deployment of Arrowhead plant automation, Per Olovsson, BnearIT

16.30 Demo of lab production plant, integrating Arrowhead Framework and IEC 61499, Jan van Deventer/Hasan Derhamy

17.00 Closing